How adoption speed affects the abandonment of cultural tastes
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Products, styles, and social movements often catch on and become popular, but little is known about why such identity-relevant cultural tastes and practices die out. We demonstrate that the velocity of adoption may affect abandonment: Analysis of over 100 years of data on first-name adoption in both France and the United States illustrates that cultural tastes that have been adopted quickly die faster (i.e., are less likely to persist). Mirroring this aggregate pattern, at the individual level, expecting parents are more hesitant to adopt names that recently experienced sharper increases in adoption. Further analysis indicates that these effects are driven by concerns about symbolic value: Fads are perceived negatively, so people avoid identity-relevant items with sharply increasing popularity because they believe that they will be short lived. Ancillary analyses also indicate that, in contrast to conventional wisdom, identity-relevant cultural products that are adopted quickly tend to be less successful overall (i.e., reduced cumulative adoption). These results suggest a potential alternate way to explain diffusion patterns that are traditionally seen as driven by saturation of a pool of potential adopters. They also shed light on one factor that may lead cultural tastes to die out.

What leads cultural tastes and practices to be abandoned? Products and styles become unpopular, areas of research fall out of favor, and political and social movements fade. Researchers have long been interested in understanding why such cultural items succeed (1–5). Cultural propagation, artistic change, and the diffusion of innovations have been examined across a variety of disciplines with the goal of understanding how things catch on (6–10). But when and why do cultural tastes and practices die?

It seems intuitive that changes in technology, advertising, or institutions lead old tastes to be replaced with newer ones (9, 11). But although their cooccurrence makes it tempting to infer that the decline of the old is driven by the rise of the new, the association may reflect an entirely separate process, similar to vacancy chains (12), where new items fill the vacuum left when old items die. Furthermore, focusing on external factors neglects the possibility that internal dynamics, such as the pattern and level of past popularity, may lead items to decline on their own (5, 13). Certain tastes are more popular than others, and because people prefer at least some differentiation, items that become too popular may be abandoned because they lose uniqueness. But in addition to absolute levels, people also attend to rates of change (17), and tastes also vary in how quickly the number of adopters or users changes over time.

We propose that tastes that quickly increase in popularity die faster. In many domains, the adoption decision depends not only on functional benefits, but also symbolic meaning, or what consuming the item communicates about the user (18–20). The social identity of the individuals consuming a given taste, for example, can change the meaning or value of that taste, and, consequently, influence choice (21–22). People choose tastes that communicate identities they want to signal and avoid tastes associated with other cultural groups to distinguish their identities (19–21, 23). Similarly, not only should a taste’s popularity influence its symbolic meaning but so too should the rate of adoption. Just as too many people doing something in an identity-relevant domain can decrease its desirability (15), potential adopters may avoid items that catch on quickly because of concerns about their symbolic value. Fads are often perceived negatively, and if people think that sharply increasing items will be short lived, they may avoid such items to avoid doing something that may later be seen as a flash in the pan.

Such social dynamics are easier to examine when other factors are relatively silent, so we focus our analyses on first names. Social scientists have used names to study things like cultural assimilation and differentiation (24–26) and cultural change (5, 27), and names have distinct patterns of evolution of popularity. At their peak, both Charlene and Kristi counted for ~0.20% of all female births in the United States, for example, but Kristi was adopted and abandoned much more quickly (see Fig. 1). Because there is less of an influence of technology or commercial effort on name choice, researchers have argued that names provide an excellent setting to study cultural transmission | popularity | social influence | trends
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we also included both of these factors in our analyses. See Fig. 2 for the relationship between lifecycle dynamics and cultural abandonment (also see Tables S1 and S2 for alternate model specifications). Consistent with prior work that has shown that there is faster turnover in female names (5), the model estimations suggest that female names tend to be less persistent. The parameter estimates also suggest that cultural tastes are subject to obsolescence: Name age has a positive effect on the hazard rate. Popularity is also important: Although the cumulative popularity of a name (proportion of all births up to that point receiving that name) is associated with lower hazard rates, names that reached higher levels of popularity tend to die faster. This illustrates the dual role of popularity. Increased adoption leads to higher awareness among other potential adopters, but items that become too popular over a short time period may seem less unique, which can hurt future adoption.

More importantly, the effect of adoption velocity on cultural abandonment is strongly positive and significant: Names that experience sharper increases in popularity tend to die faster. The estimated hazard ratios imply that if a name had reached its past maximal popularity at a rate of increase 10% higher, its subsequent death rate would have been 12.5% larger. Additional analyses demonstrate the strength of this relationship (Tables S1 and S2). Because rates are compounded geometrically, even a moderate increase in the hazard rate generally implies a considerably shorter expected time until abandonment.

Our main result persists across a host of robustness checks. The effect is not simply driven by a few names that come and go very quickly (e.g., because of brief attention associated with passing celebrities). Rather, even nonextreme rates of adoption have a positive effect on the death rate (Table S1, model 4). The result also holds if alternate strategies to control for the effect of time are used (Tables S1 and S2, models 2, 3, 7–9).

In addition, although using a 5-year window to compute adoption velocity allows us to use a larger portion of the available data, our main result also holds, and is in fact stronger, when longer time windows are used or when lags are introduced (Table S1, models 5 and 6). Additional analyses also show that the main result remains when other thresholds are used for defining abandonment (Table S2, model 10).

We also performed similar analyses on data from the United States. Although these data are not as comprehensive as the French data (they contain only the top 1,000 names every year for each gender), model estimations lead to similar results (Table S3).

Discussion. These findings suggest that cultural items that experience sharper increases in adoption are less likely to persist. Even controlling for their popularity, adoption velocity was positively related to abandonment, such that first names that spiked in popularity die faster. This result is robust across a host of specifications, and across data from 2 different countries, speaking to the generalizability of the effect.

Study 2: Survey of Expecting Parents
To strengthen our suggestion that adoption velocity is driving cultural abandonment, we also examined this relationship at the individual level. Cultural abandonment is a collective outcome but relies on the aggregation of individual behavior. If sharper increases in adoption contribute to cultural decline, they should also be associated with lower attraction among individuals; parents should be less likely to adopt (give their children) names that have seen larger recent increases in usage. To test this possibility, we gave expecting parents a sample of first names and asked them how likely they would be to give each to their child. We then computed the actual adoption velocity for each name, along with its popularity, and used that to examine whether people were less interested in adopting cultural items that had recently been adopted more quickly.

In addition, we investigated whether the relationship between adoption velocity and abandonment could be caused by...
identity concerns. In particular, we have suggested that one reason people avoid identity-relevant cultural items that spike in popularity is that they do not want to adopt items that they believe will be short lived. To examine this possibility, we had participants rate their perception of whether each name was a fad or would be short lived. We then examined whether these perceptions drove the relationship between participants’ likelihood of giving different names to their children and how quickly those names had recently been adopted.

**Results.** First analyses revealed that change in aggregate adoption predicted individual attitudes. Expecting parents reported being less likely to adopt names that had sharper recent increases in popularity ($B = -0.97, SE = 0.10, P < 0.0001$). This effect persisted ($B = -0.31, SE = 0.13, P < 0.02$) even when controlling for the recent popularity (number of births in 2006: $B = -0.046, SE = 0.029, P = 0.11$) as well as the overall cumulative popularity of the name (total number of births from 1880 to 2006: $B = 0.31, SE = 0.027, P < 0.0001$).

Second, potential adopters’ distaste for high adoption velocity items was driven by longevity concerns. Names that had seen sharper recent increases in usage were more likely to be perceived as short lived ($B = 2.13, SE = 0.14, P < 0.0001$). Furthermore, when both longevity perceptions and actual adoption velocity were entered in a regression equation predicting adoption likelihood, longevity perception had a significant negative effect ($B = -0.095, SE < 0.01, P < 0.0001$), and the effect of adoption velocity was greatly reduced and no longer significant ($B = -0.11, SE = 0.13, P = 0.38, z = 11.07, P < 0.0001$). This suggests that the negative relation between adoption velocity and reported adoption likelihood is driven by concerns that the cultural item will be a short-lived fad.

**Discussion.** These results bolster the notion that cultural items that are adopted quickly die out faster while also providing evidence for the causal mechanism behind this relationship. Expecting parents reported lower attraction to first names with a sharp recent increase in adoption. Additional analyses suggest that people avoid sharply increasing items because of symbolic concerns: Names that spiked in popularity were more likely to be perceived as short lived, or fleeting, decreasing their attractiveness to expecting parents.

**General Discussion**

These findings suggest that adoption velocity, or speed of adoption, may contribute to the abandonment of cultural tastes. In addition to examining the effects of popularity itself, or cumulative adoption, we have shown that cultural items that experience sharper increases in adoption tend to die out faster. Cultural items that catch on faster are more likely to be perceived as “flashes in the pan,” which can depress others’ interest in adopting them.

This suggests that beliefs about the evolution of popularity may be self-fulfilling. Although no mathematical necessity forces cultural items that sharply increase in popularity to die out faster, potential adopters’ beliefs have the ability to create reality. People care about symbolic value, and consequently, concerns that popularity will be fleeting can make an item less attractive. This leads people to avoid adopting it, and as a result, leads it to be short lived. Furthermore, these results suggest that individuals perceive differences in adoption velocity and that these perceptions, in turn, can influence attitudes and behavior.

One important question is how much these findings have to say about cultural decline more broadly. External factors like technological characteristics or marketing effort definitely play an important role in the dynamics of adoption and abandonment in many domains. For example, advertising might lead to fast adoption, but when advertising stops, or switches to a substitute, popularity may decline. Importantly, though, our results suggest that independently of its cause, a quick rise in popularity may have an accelerating effect on abandonment. As such, we anticipate that there will be an inherent tendency for items that have been adopted quickly to decline faster, even in cases where advertising persists.

In most empirical settings, it is difficult to parse out the relative contributions of the dynamics of popularity (e.g., adoption velocity) and other causes for abandonment (e.g., relative functional advantage or marketing effort) because these other causes are often not systematically observable. It is difficult to know how much institutional push different social movements receive or exactly how much better a new product is relative to a previous one. First names provide a context where such unobserved heterogeneity is reduced, which helps limit potential confounds. Although more work needs to be done to assess the relative contributions of external factors and internal dynamics in other domains, there is no reason to suspect that factors that drive first-name abandonment do not also play at least some role in a broader set of areas.

In addition, these findings may provide an alternate way to explain diffusion patterns that are traditionally seen as driven by saturation. Diffusion models typically assume that adoption decelerates because there is a fixed population of potential adopters (6, 9). This explanation, however, makes less sense in the context of names. New babies are born each year, and consequently, the set of potential name-adopters is continuously renewed. The fact that the adoption of a given name declines, even when the supply of adopters is potentially infinite, suggests that other factors (beyond saturation) must be involved. Adoption velocity is one such factor, and this sheds light on why cultural items are abandoned, or their adoption halted, even when there is no hard bound on the number of adopters. These results suggest it may be worth reconsidering some prior outcomes that the literature has interpreted as the outcome of saturation, because similar patterns can result from meaning change.

Might items that are adopted more quickly also realize reduced overall success (i.e., cumulative adoption)? Although we are not aware of any prior empirical work that has examined this relationship, conventional wisdom (and some prior theorizing (30)) would suggest that faster adoption should improve success. Diffusion and word of mouth increase with the number of adopters (6). If a social movement is adopted more quickly over a particular period, there are more people to talk about it. This should accelerate the diffusion process and increase awareness among the rest of the population, potentially increasing the number of people who will eventually join. It should also boost social proof (31) and increase others’ likelihood of adoption. Further analyses of the French name data, however, indicate the opposite: Names with faster adoption actually ended up being adopted by fewer people (Fig. 3 and Table S4). Estimation of the effect of adoption velocity on the cumulative number of births with a given name before abandonment show that adoption velocity has a negative effect on the cumulative number of adopters, even after controlling for other factors such as the age of a name, or the time elapsed since the occurrence of the peak in popularity (Table S4, Models 1–5).

The same result appears in the U.S. data. Similar outcomes have also been noted in the music industry, where new artists who shoot to the top of the charts right away, rather than growing slowly, realize overall lower sales (32). This seemingly counterintuitive finding has important implications. It suggests that faster adoption is not only linked to faster death but may also hurt overall success.
It is important to note that negative effects of adoption velocity (and popularity itself) on the cultural life span should be more likely in symbolic domains. Although some domains are often used to communicate identity (e.g., cars, clothes, and names) others are not usually seen as identity relevant [e.g., refrigerators or books (18, 20)]. Negative effects of adoption velocity should occur only in situations where choice is seen as a signal, or marker, of identity and where rapidly adopted cultural items may be stigmatized. In other domains, fast adoption may even be seen as a positive and may increase further adoption (30). Negative effects of adoption velocity may also be more likely when there are high costs of abandonment at the individual level. Although it is relatively trivial to stop wearing a wristband or stop listening to a certain song, it is much more difficult to rename a child or buy a new car. As a result, people may be more hesitant to adopt rapidly increasing cultural items in domains where taste change is more difficult, costly, or effortful.

By examining the abandonment of cultural tastes, these findings also contribute to the burgeoning literature on cultural dynamics (8). Although cross-cultural research has investigated how cultural background can influence attention, perception, and cognition (33), researchers have also begun to examine the reciprocal process, or how psychological processes shape culture (7). Whether cultural tastes succeed or fail depends on their fit with human memory, emotion, and social interaction. By more closely examining the psychological processes behind individual choice and cultural transmission, deeper insight can be gained into the relationship between individual (micro) behavior and collective (macro) outcomes such as cultural success (1, 34).

Taken together, our results provide evidence for a backlash against things that are adopted too quickly. Social influence not only affects behavior through popularity but also through the rate of change in adoption. People may avoid music artists that spike in popularity, and too many dissertations around a similar topic may lead other scientists to avoid the area because of concerns about its longevity. This has important implications for people who want to ensure the persistence and success of particular items. Scholars interested in developing a new area, for example, may want to encourage others to join but at a slow and steady pace. Shepherding a consistent flow of new adopters should help pave the way for persistence and success. Things that catch on too quickly may die out just as fast.

Fig. 3. Scatter plot and line of best fit (by OLS) of the logarithm of the cumulative number of adopters until abandonment and the logarithm of adoption velocity before peak. First names with high adoption velocity tend to have fewer adopters overall.

Materials and Methods

Study 1. French Data. We acquired data on the number of children born in France with each name each year from the French National Institute for Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE). For each unique first name, the data records the number of male and female births that were officially declared each year from 1900 to 2004.

The ability to discern name life cycles is necessarily limited by the available data. The data ends at a fixed point in time, making it impossible to say for sure whether a name has been permanently abandoned. Besides, some names may lay dormant for decades only to be revived. We therefore define the "abandonment" of a name with respect to its past evolution: A name is considered abandoned when its adoption declines to a low level relative to its history. This takes advantage of the fact that most names have a single peak in popularity, and once they start declining, they do so consistently (at least until they are revived decades later).

Because we are interested in abandonment, we focus on names that achieve at least some usage. Unless otherwise noted, our analyses focus on name evolution after the first year in which they have reached at least 30 births (in which case we say that the name becomes "at risk" of being abandoned). We chose this level because we have data for names that have at least 3 births per year. This ensures that all of the included names have decreased below 10% of their peak in popularity when they drop out of the dataset. In addition, given our interest in understanding the relationship between past evolution and abandonment and the fact that we are unable to observe patterns of adoption before 1900, we include only names that appear to be "born" after that year (i.e., have zero births in 1900). Finally, because we calculate the rate of change in popularity over the past 5 years, we include only names that appear in the dataset for at least 6 years in a row. Our dataset includes all 2,570 (1,132 male names and 1,438 female names) names that meet these criteria.

U.S. Data. We performed similar analyses on name popularity in the United States using data from the U.S. Social Security Administration. These data are not as comprehensive because they contain only the top 1,000 names every year. Consequently, the threshold for inclusion varies over time and can be quite high (e.g., the least popular name listed in 2006 received 185 births). To avoid estimation problems associated with these inclusion issues, we considered only names that ever received at least 1,850 births in a given year (10 times the number of births of the least-popular name listed in the last year of observations) and were in the Social Security Administration dataset for at least 6 consecutive years.

Study 2. Six hundred sixty-one Americans who were expecting children (mean age = 31) voluntarily completed a Baby Names study online. They were shown 30 different male and female baby names and asked to rate how likely they would be to give each name to their child (1 = Not at all likely, 5 = Extremely likely). They were not shown any popularity information, just the names themselves. They were then shown the same set of names and asked how likely they thought each name would be a short-lived fad (1 = Not at all likely, 5 = Extremely likely). Finally, they completed some demographic measures (e.g., age, gender, etc.) including the sex of their child if they knew it. There were 90 names overall, but to avoid participant fatigue, each participant rated only 30 names. We focused on expecting parents because we are interested in how adoption velocity affects real naming decisions, not just name perceptions among the general population. To this end, we examined ratings of both genders of names for participants who did not yet know the sex of their child, and only ratings of gender-consistent names for expecting parents who already knew their future child’s gender. Results are similar, however, when all ratings are used. To avoid order effects, names were presented in random order across participants.

Fixed-effects panel linear regressions were used to examine the relationship between survey ratings and characteristics of the past evolution of name popularity. For each name, we obtained the number of births in 2006, the cumulative number of births with that the name between 1880 and 2006, and the average rate of change in the number of the births with that name between 2001 and 2006. If the name was not recorded in the dataset in 2001 (it was not among the top 1,000 names in that year), we calculated the rate of change using a similar metric for the years in which it had been in the data.

Cumulative Adoption. We examined the relationship between adoption velocity and the total number of births received by a given first name using the French names dataset. The U.S. data revealed similar results. The fit is
slightly better when the log is used, but we find the same results without taking the log. Table S4 presents results of OLS estimations of linear regressions of the logarithm of the total number of births in the French data. Only names for which the death event is observed are included in the analysis.
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